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Abstract 

Fresh water fishes are important sentinels of environmental conditions and play a crucial role 
in the ecology and sustainability of natural ecosystem. The decline of fresh water fishes in 
Orashi River is one of the greatest impending environmental crisis facing Ogba inhabitants. 
This work tackles the decline of fresh water fishes of Orashi River in Ogba Kingdom of Rivers 
State, Nigeria. Remote and immediate threats of this decline had been described as they affect 
the environment including natural climate defects. Seventy (70) respondents were confronted 
with verbal questionnaire structured Yes or No. Members of the larger Ogba Communities, 
Rivers State of Nigeria mostly the fisher-folk form the respondents. Findings show that remote 
and immediate causes of the decline are the greatest factors to this surge with climate change at 
a low ebb. One of such factors on the climate change is the inconsistence of flood in the region. 
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Introduction 

Orashi is a zone that comprises of Ahoada East Local Government Area, Ahoada West 
Local Government Area, Abua/Odual Local Government Area and Ogba/Egbema/Ndoni Local 
Government Area of Rivers State, Nigeria. It is located in the Northern part of Rivers State and 
bounded by the Orashi River which the zone derives its name. Orashi River is a fresh water and 
the major river that flows across Ogba. Other estuaries of the Orashi River are for example; 
Sombreiro River (Nkissa), River Omoku and other adjoining lakes like Ebiam in Obrikom, 
Onita Creek, Otua and many others which flow into it. Orashi River is a tributary of the River 
Niger from which it increases after receiving water from it during flood. Orashi River has its 
source at Okija in Anambra State. One of the Estuaries of the Orashi River, the Sombrero 
(Nkissa) crosses to Egbema in Imo State and finally empties at River Omoku. 

However, Ogba inhabitants are fishermen by occupation whose fishing expertise solely 
relies on the Orashi River. The major tools of the fishermen in Ogba are hooks (Ukpo), fishing 
baskets (Echira), spears (Okniyna), dragnets (Igbo) and nets (Eri). The local locomotive boat is 
Ugboakiri otherwise known as 404 because it floats and moves very fast when manipulated with 
paddle because it accommodates one person only. Orashi River volume of water increases 
annually in the month of August through September. Flood helps fishes in diverse means as 
quantity of fish is increased; fishes interbreed and food or prey are found in greater quantity. For 
over ten (10) years before the year 2012 of the great flood, flooding has been in low ebb thereby 
affecting fish increase in the river. 

Fresh water fishes constitute half the number of fishes in all number of fishes in all the 
water bodies (Walsh 2009). Fish decline is termed to be the greatest impending environment 
crises facing humanity which is the same to Ogba fishermen. Fresh water fishes are important 
sentinels of environmental conditions and play crucial role in the ecology and sustainability of 
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natural ecosystem. The natural balance of both aquatic and terrestrial communities including 
birds, mammals, reptiles and other fishes is dependent on the fish population that provides 
critical functions such as cycling nutrients in food chain and serving as prey to a large variety of 
carnivores (Walsh 2009). 

To go deep into the study in order to tackle the fishing menace, the following questions 
are asked in the study so that answers will be provided to proffer a possible solution. 
A. What are the remote causes of the decline of fishes in freshwater ecosystem? 
B. What are the immediate causes of this threat of decline of fishes? 
C. Has climate change any effect on the above threat? 

Statement OF the Problem 

For a couple of years, catching of fish at Orashi River by fishermen in Ogba had declined 
causing untold hardship to the inhabitants. This decline of fishes in freshwater ecosystem has 
serious negative economic effect on the environment. 

Purpose of the Study 

Purpose of this study is to identify the remote and immediate causes of the decline of 
fishes in freshwater ecosystem in Orashi River and how it has caused a serious problem in Ogba 
aquatic ecozone including the effect of climate change. 

Significance of the Study 

This study will help the fishermen in Ogba clan to know the essential variables that are 
responsible to the surge of this decline of fishes in the river to enable them create adaptive 
measures to suit their occupation. 

Remote Causes of the Threats of Fishes Decline 

Flooding in Orashi is only the major source of increase in water volume. It comes from 
oceans which over-flow their banks and tributaries. The flooding creates room for variety of 
fishes to migrate to other rivers for interbreeding and nutrient recycling. It is an annual 
occurrence. In the remote past, the construction of Kanji Dam as Hydro-Electric Power (H.E.P) 
has affected flooding into Orashi River not until the great flood of 2012. This destruction or 
modification of habitants has resulted in reducing range size or loss of population and other 
intensive land-use practices (Irish et al 1996). However, with the continuous yearly flood from 
2012 to date, the volume of water in the Orashi River seems to have increased tremendously. 

The use of poisonous chemicals such as Dynamites and Gamalin 20 to catch fishes is 
dangerous. When the fishes are caught with these chemicals, obviously some of the smaller 
fishes will die thereby not allowing fingerlings to grow in the water to feed the population. 
Another threat is over-fishing by fishermen for subsidy and income. This over fishing reduces 
stock because of the constrained nature of fresh-water environment which comparatively limits 
the scope for withstanding intensive over-fishing and exploitation. Similar to this is the 
operation of the Multi-national Companies (MNC) also known as International Oil Companies 
(IOC) in the seismic operation geared towards exploration and exploitation in the environment. 
The emission of hydrocarbon into the river in their activities has caused a great damage coupled 
with the noise pollution generated by these operations that has killed and/or driven the fishes far 
away from the Orashi River into the River Niger and the Atlantic Ocean. 

Immediate Cause of the Threats 

Nowadays, the population of fishermen that explores the river for catch has reduced 
tremendously due to youths' mass exodus to urban areas for greener pasture. The few aged ones 
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do not make adequate catch to feed the community. Lack of fishing materials is another factor 
militating against one of the major requirements. Fishing needs variety of fishing materials. 
Now many of the fishermen cannot afford buying enough hooks, nets, spears, fishing baskets, 
dragnets and others. Despite that, pollution and compound effects of multiple pollutants have 
reduced aquatic quantity. With that, only the most tolerant species survive and remain in the 
water. In another development, smaller fishes are prey to bigger ones in the river. However, it 
is obvious that the same may happen in Orashi River thereby resulting in depopulation of fishes 
in the river. Those bigger fishes are predators while the smaller fishes are preys. 

Climate Change 

A very significant and salient factor that causes the decline of fishes in the Orashi River 
as earlier highlighted is climate change. Climate change and regional variation in rainfall 
pattern, store events and droughts affect habitat and potentially have negative consequences 
for nutrient recycling in food chain. This occurrences may lead to diseases that will cut short 
the life span of fishes in Orashi River, which may decline the population of the biodiversity. For 
instance, “whirling diseases, a microscopic parasite introduced from Europe has ravaged many 
wild and hatchery population of trout, striped bass and sturgeon” (Walsh et al 2009). 

Methodology 

Seventy (70) of the fisher-folk were selected randomly from Ogba Communities as 
respondents. The verbal questionnaire structured in Yes or No format was used since many of 
the fisher-folk were illiterates. 

Data Analysis 

Simple percentage was used to analyze the data of the verbal questionaire. A factor was 
significant if it has a high percentage as the author has presented the answers in the tables 
below. 

Table 1: Remote Cause of the decline of fishes in freshwater ecosystem? 
 

S/N QUESTIONNAIRE YES% NO% TOTAL 

1 Is Orashi the major river crossing Ogba? 60 10 70 

2 Is flooding an annual occurrence in Orashi River? 65 5 70 

3 Does the flood take its source from River Niger? 50 20 70 

4 Does the Kanji Dam cause the decline of fishes in 
Orashi river 

56 14 70 

 Average % 58 12 70 

Source: Field survey, Ogba Communities. 

Table 2: Immediate Cause of the threat of decline of fishes? 

 

S/N QUESTIONNAIRE YES% NO% TOTAL 

5 Is it true that the population of 
Fishermen has declined? 

40 30 70 

6 Is it caused by youths exiting for greener pasture? 45 25 70 

7 Is the decline caused by lack of fishing implements? 52 18 70 

8 Is the decline caused by pollutants? 46 24 70 
 Average % 46 24 70 

Source: Field survey, Ogba Communities. 
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Table 3: Has climate change any effect on the above threat? 

S/N QUESTIONNAIRE YES% NO% TOTAL 

9 Is it a regional variation that causes the 
decline of fishes? 

44 26 70 

10 Is it drought from climate change? 51 19 70 

11 Is it storm events that cause the decline? 36 34 70 

12 Is it disease in the water that causes the decline? 40 30 70 
 Average 43 27 70 

Source: Field Survey, Ogba Communities. 

Results 

Table 1 

Table 1 shows that Orashi River is the major river crossing Ogba, flooding is an annual 
occurrence in Orashi River, Orashi takes its flooding source from Rriver Niger, Kanji Dam was 
the cause of the decline on an average of 58% Yes and 12% No. 

Table 2 

Table 2 indicates that the population of fisher-folk declined because the youths who are supposed 
to join fishing exited the Ogba environment for greener pastures, lack of fishing materials and 
pollutants as the cause of the decline of fishes in orashi River had an average of 46% Yes and 24% 
No. 

Table 3 

Table 3 reveals that a regional variation causes decline of fishes; drought from climate change, 
storm events and diseases in the water which cause decline of fishes in Orashi River had an 
average of 43% Yes and 27% No. 

Discussion 

The decline of fishes in fresh water ecosystem affected Orashi River, the only major 
fishing river in Ogba. This ought not to be, because streams, lakes, rivers and ponds around 
would have contributed to increase in fishes. The population of young fisher-folk should not 
decline. What about academic dropouts? They should engage themselves in fishing activities to 
defray the shortfall in supply of fishes in the environment. Such out-door activities will 
obviously cut-off idle minds and the consequences of their inactions. The general effect of this 
decline of fishes in Orashi River will result in the increase of fish price in Ogba and the Orashi 
vicinity if care is taken to ameliorate this ugly trend. The communities in Ogba and the entire 
Orashi zone in due course will resort to eating beef from cattle that are moved from Northern 
Nigeria. Generally, fishes has more nutritious value to the body than beef. 

Conclusion 

It is in the opinion of the author in this study that funds should be raised by Federal and 
State Governments to encourage interested individuals to embark on fish production for increase 
in supply. All inhibitory factors to this surge should be addressed and avoided to boost national 
development. 

Recommendations 

To reduce fishes decline in Orashi River, avenues should be created to cub the excess 
release of water in the dams to avoid the over-flooding of Orashi River and other rivers in Nigeria 
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like River Niger, and River Benue. For example, Kanji and Shiroro Dams from Niger 
State, Dadinkowa Dam from Gombe State, Oya Dam from Osun and Ikpoba Dam from 
Edo State should be reactivated to meet the current demand in line with global practice. 
This will enable fishes migrate to nearby rivers and interbreed for population increase. 
Emphasis should be placed on more production of fishes by putting in more votes to 
increase and to boost the production. Private individuals and corporate organizations 
should be encouraged by granting loans to those interested in fish farming. 
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